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Clustering refers to the task of identifying groups or clusters
in a data set. In density-based clustering, a cluster is a set of
data objects spread in the data space over a contiguous re-
gion of high density of objects. Density-based clusters are
separated from each other by contiguous regions of low den-
sity of objects. Data objects located in low-density regions
are typically considered noise or outliers.

In this review article we discuss the statistical notion of
density-based clusters, classic algorithms for deriving a flat
partitioning of density-based clusters, methods for hierarchi-
cal density-basedclustering, andmethods for semi-supervised
clustering. We conclude with some open challenges related
to density-based clustering.
KEYWORDS
non-parametric clustering, flat clustering, hierarchical clustering,
unsupervised clustering, semi-supervised clustering

1 | INTRODUCTION
Clustering is the problem of finding a set of groups of similar objects within a data set while keeping dissimilar objects
separated in different groups or the group of noise. In general, clustering is seen as an unsupervised learning task.
Given the data as a set of objects from a given data space D ⊂ S and a dissimilarity-function dis : S × S → R+

0 , the
task is to learn a meaningful grouping of the data. Often, the data set is a set of d -dimensional real-valued points, i.e.,
D ⊂ S = Rd , which can be seen as a sample from some unknown probability density p(x ), with dis as the Euclidean or
some other form of distance.

The meaning of within-group similarity and between-group dissimilarity is different for different families of clus-
tering approaches. From a procedural point of view, many clusteringmethods seek a partitioning of the data set into a
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2 CAMPELLO ET AL.

predefined number k of groups where the sum of (squared) pairwise dissimilarities between all cluster objects or the
sum of (squared) dissimilarities of all cluster objects w.r.t. some cluster representative (e.g., the mean value) are mini-
mized and the respective values betweendifferent clusters aremaximized, given somedissimilarity function dis. These
assumptions typically result in clusters of convex (or, ideally, spherical) shape (as, e.g., in k-means (MacQueen, 1967)).
Froma statistical point of view, suchmethods correspond to aparametric approachwhere theunknowndensity p(x ) of
the data is assumed to be amixture of k densities pi (x ), each corresponding to one of the k groups in the data. The pi (x )
are assumed to belong to someparametric family (e.g., Gaussian distributions)with unknownparameters. The parame-
ters are then to be estimated based on the given sample (the data set) as, e.g., in EM-clustering (Dempster et al., 1977)
where the parameters of k Gaussian distributions (i.e., their means and co-variance matrices) are estimated from the
data, or as again in k -means, where only the means of k Gaussians are estimated, assuming unit variances and zero
co-variances for each of the k models.

In contrast, density-based clustering is a non-parametric approach where the clusters are considered to be high
density areas of the density p(x ). Density-based clustering methods do not require the number of clusters as input
parameters, nor do theymake assumptions concerning the underlying density p(x ) or the variance within the clusters
that may exist in the data set. As a consequence, density-based clusters are not necessarily groups of points with a
low pairwise within-cluster dissimilarity as measured by a dissimilarity function dis and, thus, do not necessarily have
a convex shape but can be arbitrarily shaped in the data space.

Intuitively, a density-based cluster is a set of data objects spread in the data space over a contiguous region of high
density of objects, separated from other density-based clusters by contiguous regions of low density of objects.

Consider the distribution of data points in Figure 1. Density-based clusters can be imagined as sets of points
resulting from a “cut” through (an estimation of) the probability density function for the data at a certain density level:
each cut induces separate connected regions in the feature space where the probability density is higher than the cut
value; each such region corresponds to a cluster containing all the data points falling into this region. If the level is
chosen too low, different clusters will bemerged to a single cluster (Figures 1(c) and 1(d)). If the density level is chosen
too high, clusters exhibiting a lower density will be lost (Figures 1(g) and 1(h)). In this data set, a good density level can
be defined to separate the three original clusters relatively well (Figures 1(e) and 1(f)).

Sometimes density-based clusters are also referred to as “natural clusters” and they are particularly suitable for
certain nature-inspired applications. For example, in spatial data, clusters of points in the spacemay formalongnatural
structures such as rivers, roads, seismic faults, etc. Figure 2(a) depicts topographic information for Auckland’sMaunga
Whau Volcano (Mt. Eden). Selecting areas above a certain altitude relates to density-based clustering provided a den-
sity level is selected accordingly (Figure 2(b)).

Another naturalmotivation is often found in zoology (Carmichael et al., 1968;Hartigan, 1972). Species diverge, as
is commonly assumed, from some common ancestor in different directions as adaptations to different forces of selec-
tion. Hence, zoologists define families of different species, where the members probably exhibit not an extraordinary
high pairwise similarity to all other members but exhibit a certain similarity to at least some other member of the fam-
ily (Sneath, 1957; Fitch andMargoliash, 1967). Also, geometrically, evolutionary development can be seen as a tree of
paths through the space spanned by the variables describing the phenotypes of organisms. Clusters of such geometry
closely resemble the problem described by the density-based clustering approach.

In the remainder of this article,1 we present the statistical intuition motivating the density-based definition of
clusters along with an overview of statistical methods (Section 2) and introduce the classic, fundamental algorithms
1This is an update of the previous article byKriegel et al. (2011). Besidesminor updates throughout, some refined explanations, and restructuring, we have the
following major additions: (i) more thorough discussion of hierarchical clustering, including the latest state of the art; (ii) a new section on semi-supervised
clustering; and (iii) additional hints on challenging aspects, complementing a short discussion of clustering in high dimensional data and subspace clustering
(updated from the previous version) with pointers to work on internal validation for density-based clustering and onmethods for streaming data.
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(a) Data set (b) Probability density function of the data

(c) Two clusters merged (d) Low density level

(e) Three clusters separated (f) Good density level

(g) One cluster becomes noise (h) High density level

FIGURE 1 Density-distributions of data points and density-based clusters for different density levels. Different
colors indicate different clusters or noise.
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(a) Topographic information (b) Area of selectedminimum altitude

FIGURE 2 MaungaWhau Volcano (Mt Eden)

for density-based clustering (Section 3). Finding suitable density-thresholds (as visualized in Figure 1) is an inher-
ently difficult problem, for which different strategies have been proposed, including the major family of hierarchical
clustering methods (Section 4). Density-based clustering has also been applied in semi-supervised learning scenarios
(Section 5). We point out some challenging areas where major open problems exist or where the solutions existing in
the literature leave still much room for improvements (Section 6). Finally, we give pointers to free software tools and
implementations (Section 7) before we conclude with a short summary (Section 8).

2 | STATISTICAL INTUITIONOFDENSITY-BASEDCLUSTERING

An early computational technique following the given intuition of “natural clusters” has becomewell-known as single-
linkage clustering (Sneath, 1957). A hierarchicalmethodhas beendescribedbyWilliams and Lambert (1966). Theorig-
inal approach of single-linkage was to group all objects below a given distance threshold at a first level, then increase
the threshold and repeat the procedure until all objects belong to a group. Though more efficient methods have been
proposed later (Sibson, 1973), single-linkage has been criticized early for the so-called “chaining-effect” (or “single-link
effect”) (Lance andWilliams, 1967; Jardine and Sibson, 1968). This effect can lead to the undesirable connectivity of
different clusters by the existence of a “chain” of single objects between two clusters. Consequently, Wishart (1969)
proposed a method to remove noise objects (causing the chaining-effect) before clustering the remaining points in a
single-linkage manner. This proposal was probably the first approach of computing a density-based clustering. His
algorithm for one level mode analysis consists of six steps:

1. Selection of a distance threshold r , and a frequency threshold k .
2. Computation of the triangular similarity matrix of all inter-point distances.
3. Evaluation of the frequency k i of each data point xi . The frequency is the number of points located within a dis-

tance r of point xi , hence it is a measure of the density.
4. Removal of the non-dense (“noise”) points (where k i < k ).
5. Clustering of the remaining points by single-linkage.
6. Finally, non-dense points can be allocated to a suitable cluster according to some criterion.

“Some criterion” remains intentionally vague. Wishart gives as an example to include non-dense points in the cluster
containing its nearest dense point. This is certainly the most intuitive solution, but other solutions might be possible,
including to not assign the noise points to any cluster at all. The latter would also be reasonable since the clusters
are defined as to exhibit a certain density. Including the non-dense points weakens the relationship between cluster
definition and clusters.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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A more general formalization of a density-based cluster was proposed by Hartigan (1975). Given a density p(x )
at each point x , a density threshold λ, and links specified for some pairs of objects, a density-contour cluster at level λ
is defined as a maximally connected set of points xi such that p(xi ) > λ. The links between points may be specified
using the distance function dis. For example, two points can be defined as linked if the distance between themdoes not
exceed a threshold r . Hartigan, likeWishart, proposes an algorithm similar to single linkage clustering that computes
themaximal connected sets of points having a density greater than the given thresholdλ in order to determinedensity-
contour clusters.

Both methods are based upon a similar intuition of what constitutes a cluster. The basic assumption of this in-
tuition is that the data set D ⊂ Rd is a sample from some unknown probability density p(x ) and clusters are high
density areas of this density p(x ). Finding such high density areas of p(x ) usually requires two basic ingredients. The
first ingredient is a local density estimate at each point. Typically some kernel or nearest neighbor density estimate
is used for this issue (Rosenblatt, 1956; Parzen, 1962; Loftsgaarden andQuesenberry, 1965;Moore and Yackel, 1977;
Devroye andWagner, 1977). The second ingredient is a notion of connection between objects. Typically points are
connected if they are within a certain distance ε from each other. Clusters are constructed as maximal sets of objects
which are directly or transitively connected to objects whose density exceeds some threshold λ. The set {x `p(x ) > λ}

of all high density objects is called the density level set of p atλ. Objects that are not part of such clusters are called noise
or outliers (note, though, that “outliers” have also been defined in various other ways (Zimek and Filzmoser, 2018)).

While adopting a single, global threshold across the whole data set is the most straightforward approach, it is
also possible to apply local density thresholds that can be different in different regions of the data. In addition, some
approaches do not only include objects whose density exceeds the threshold λ in clusters, but also allow objects with
lower density, if they are connected to at least one object with density above the threshold λ.

Density thresholds, whether local or global, are usually associated with a flat clustering (a partition) of the data.
On the other hand, density-levels can also be organized in a hierarchical fashion, which provides a description for a
complete range of threshold values λ, from which a flat clustering possibly consisting of clusters existing at different
density levels can be extracted.

The various density-based clustering methods proposed in the statistics literature (examples include the work of
Wong and Lane (1983) andCuevas et al. (2001)) aswell as in thedatamining literature (whichwediscuss inmoredetail
below) mainly differ in the following aspects:

1. How is the density p(x ) estimated?
2. How is the notion of connectivity defined?
3. How is the algorithm for finding connected components of the induced graph implemented and is the algorithm

supported by suitable data structures to achieve scalability even for large data sets?
4. How is a density threshold applied?
5. Is the result a flat partition of the data or are clusters organized hierarchically?

3 | CLASSIC ALGORITHMS FOR FLATDENSITY-BASEDCLUSTERING
Beside the single-linkagealgorithmsofWishart andHartigan, other algorithmshavebeenproposed to computedensity-
based clustering independently in a different research community. In the context of databases and large data sets, the
efficient computability has come into focus and has led to algorithmic variants of computing the density-based cluster-
ingmodel.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 3 Density connectivity.

The DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) algorithm claims to be scalable to large databases because it allows the use of
index structures for density estimation. Given a distance threshold r (in DBSCAN the distance threshold is called ε)
and a density threshold k (in DBSCAN the density threshold is calledminPts), the density of a point xi is defined, like it
is done byWishart, as the number of points k i that are within a radius r around xi . If k i > k , the corresponding point
xi is considered a core point. Two points are considered directly connected if they have a distance of less than r . Two
points are density connected if they are connected to core points and these core points are in turn density connected.
These definitions allow to define the transitive hull of density-connected points, forming density-based clusters.

As an illustration of this concept, points p and m , m and n , n and q in Figure 3 are directly density reachable, re-
spectively, under minPts = 5 and the sketched ε. By transitivity, also p and n or q are (indirectly) density reachable,
respectively. Hence p and q are density connected viam and n .

The parameters ε and minPts together define a density level. Reconsider Figure 1: there, the clusters shown in
Figures 1(c), 1(e), 1(g), respectively, have been derived with DBSCAN and parameters ε = 10, minPts = 100, 150, 455.
In this example, with a fixed value for ε, the varying density level is expressed with varying values for minPts. Under
this interpretation, ε can be seen as the kernel width of a square-wave (uniform spherical) kernel density estimate,
whereasminPts is the density threshold. But there is also an alternative, equivalent interpretation in whichminPts is
actually the smoothing factor of a non-normalized kNN density estimate where density is roughly estimated as the
inverse of the distance from a point to its k th nearest neighbour, with k = minPts, while 1/ε is the density threshold
(Campello et al., 2015).

Adensity-based cluster is formalized as amaximally connected component of the set of points that haveadistance
smaller than r to some core point. Clustersmay contain so-called border points that donot have the core point property.
Objects that are not part of a cluster are noise points. In an extreme case, a clustermay only contain one core point and
the border points in its neighborhood. In some applications, introducing a minimum number of core points per cluster
through an additional parameter can reduce the number of such “spurious” clusters that would otherwise be reported.

DBSCAN computes clusters iteratively. It starts a new cluster C with a not yet assigned core point x by assigning
all points to C that are connected to x . For determining the connected points of a given point x of a cluster C , range
queries with radius r are computed for each point that is newly added to C . In total, DBSCAN thus essentially com-
putes a range query for each point in a data set, resulting in an overall runtime complexity ofO (N ∗Q +

∑
i ri ) whereQ

is the runtime complexity of a single range query, and ri is the result size of the i -th query. The runtime complexity of a
single range query when using a sequential scan isO (N ), resulting in a total runtime complexity ofO (N 2 +

∑
i ri ) in the

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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worst case. In many practical applications, however, by using suitable index structures such as R*-trees, range queries
can be evaluatedmuch faster than by using a sequential scan (Schubert et al., 2017; Gan and Tao, 2017).

GDBSCAN (Sander et al., 1998) is an algorithmic framework that generalizes the notion of density-based clusters
to the concept of density-connected decomposition for any type of data. This concept only requires a reflexive and sym-
metric neighborhood relation for any pair of objects that represents direct connectivity, and a MinWeight predicate
that evaluates true for neighborhood sets of core objects and false for neighborhood sets of non-core objects. A den-
sity connected decomposition consists of the maximally connected components of the set of objects that are in the
neighborhood set of some core object. They can be computedwith the same algorithmic schema used by theDBSCAN
algorithm, even though itmight not necessarily relate to the statistical notion of density-based clustering anymore. Ex-
amples of specializations of GDBSCAN, described by Sander et al. (1998), include simple forms of region growing, e.g.,
for image segmentation, clustering geometrically extended objects taking their intersection into account, and cluster-
ing spatial objects while taking also non-spatial attributes into account.

DENCLUE (Hinneburg and Keim, 1998) uses a kernel density estimator to define density-based clusters. In gen-
eral, any density estimator can be used. Figure 4 depicts an example 2D data set (left) and the resulting density es-
timation using two different kernels, a Square Wave (uniform) kernel (top) and a Gaussian kernel (bottom). A local
maximum of the overall density function is called a density attractor. Each point x is associated with the density at-
tractor that is located in the direction of maximum increase in density from x . A density-based cluster is defined as
a connected component of density attractors with their associated points whose density estimate is above a given
threshold λ. In fact, the method of Wishart and DBSCAN can be seen as special cases of DENCLUE using a uniform
spherical kernel. While forWishart’s method points that are associated by density attractors but whose density is be-
low λ are not included, these points correspond to border points in DBSCAN and, thus, are included for DBSCAN. The
implementation of DENCLUE relies on a Gaussian kernel and a sophisticated data structure for fast local density esti-
mation. In particular, the data space is partitioned by a grid. Each non-empty grid cell c ismapped to a one-dimensional
key. This key is stored in a search tree alongwith further statistics such as number of points in c , pointers to the points
in c , and the linear sum of the points in c . The search tree is used for efficiently determining neighboring cells and local
density estimates. A faster version called DENCLUE 2.0 was later published byHinneburg and Gabriel (2007).

4 | DISCOVERINGCLUSTERSOFDIFFERENTDENSITIES

Oneof the basic problems of computing a density-based clustering is to determine a suitable density level (cf. Figure 1).
This becomes especially difficult or impossible if clusters in different regions of the data space have considerably dif-
ferent local densities or if clusters with different density levels are nested (i.e., there are clusters with higher density
levels within a cluster with a lower density level). Clearly, in such cases, the clusters derived from a single density-
level cannot completely describe the inherent clustering structure of the data set. This challenge has been addressed
mainly with two different strategies: using more adaptive distance measures or approaching the clustering problem
as a hierarchical problem.

4.1 | Adapting distancemeasures to different density levels
The challenge of finding density-based clusters with very different densities in a data set, which cannot be completely
described by a single density level set, has been addressed, e.g., by Ertöz et al. (2003) and Pei et al. (2009) for point
data. The shared nearest neighbor (SNN) clustering (Ertöz et al., 2003) uses a similaritymeasure based on the number

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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uniform kernel

Gaussian kernel

FIGURE 4 The impact of different kernels on the density estimation.

of shared neighbors of two objects instead of a traditional distancemeasure like Euclidean distance. The algorithm by
Ertöz et al. (2003) can be considered as an instance of the GDBSCAN framework where the neighborhood predicate
is based on SNN similarity. Using shared nearest neighbor similarity is a possibility to account for different density
levels. DECODE (Pei et al., 2009) assumes the data are generatedbydifferent point processes and tries tofind clusters
as connected regions of points whose distances to theirm-th nearest neighbor are “similar”. The method determines
bins into which the m-nearest neighbor distances are classified, using a reversible jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo
strategy;m-nearest neighbor distances that fall into the same bin are then considered similar.

More recently, methods based on local, data-dependent measures or procedures such as density ratio (Zhu et al.,
2016), local contrast (Chen et al., 2018), and multidimensional scaling (Zhu et al., 2018) have also been attempted to
tackle the problem of clusters with highly varying densities.

4.2 | Hierarchical density-based clustering
The challenge of finding density-based clusters with very different densities also motivated hierarchical algorithms
to compute clusters at different density levels in one single run (Wishart, 1969). This relates to the notion of density-
contour trees as defined by Hartigan (1975). Since connected components from different density levels are either dis-
joint or the cluster of higher density is completely contained in the cluster of lower density, the result of such hierar-
chical algorithms can be represented as a tree. Practical approaches for hierarchical density-based clustering include
OPTICS (Ankerst et al., 1999) (which is based onDBSCAN and its density estimation) and thework by Stuetzle (2003).
Both algorithms are inspired by single linkage clustering computing aMinimum Spanning Tree of the data where edge
weights represent pairwise distances. These distances are smoothed by a density estimator that Ankerst et al. (1999)
called core distance. The core distance of a point x is the smallest threshold r such that x is still considered a core object
by the DBSCAN algorithm (see above), i.e., x has still at least k objects in its neighborhoodwith radius r . The resulting
distance that is used to construct theMinimum Spanning Tree is called reachability distance. Taking k as input parame-

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 5 Reachability plot for a sample 2D data set (visualization with ELKI (Schubert and Zimek, 2019)).

ter for smoothing the density estimation, the reachability distance of point x is defined relative to a reference object
y as the maximum of the core distance of y and the actual distance between x and y . This distance is not symmetric
for k > 1 (for k = 1 it is equivalent to the distance used for nearest-neighbor computation). Obviously, the smaller
the reachability distance of a point is the higher is the density around it. The OPTICS algorithm essentially computes
a walk through the Minimum Spanning Tree, the so-called cluster order, starting at a randomly chosen point and then
visiting in each step that object that has the smallest reachability distance relative to all objects visited so far.

The output of hierarchical algorithms is not a flat partition of the data but a characterization of the density struc-
ture of the data, usually a visualization of theMinimumSpanning Tree called dendrogram. From such a characterization,
clusters at different density levels, if there are any, can be determined.

Ankerst et al. (1999) proposed a different 2D characterization for the OPTICS algorithm called reachability plot.
The order inwhichOPTICS visits the points is displayed along the x -axiswhile the reachability distance of each point is
displayed as a bar along the y -axis (cf. Figure 5). Valleys in this plot indicate clusters. The deeper the valley, the higher
the corresponding density-level. Sander et al. (2003) described the relation between dendrograms and reachability
plots. For k = 1 a reachability plot can be transferred into a dendrogram and vice versa.

HDBSCAN* (Campello et al., 2013a, 2015) generalizes this idea for any k ≥ 1. Campello et al. (2013a, 2015) show
that by performing a simple transformation of the data from the original space to a transformed space of pairwise

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 6 Visualization of the HDBSCAN* hierarchical clustering as a simplified cluster tree, where “eps”stands for
the radius ε, which is inversely proportional to the density level: From top to bottom, we can see that there are two
major clusters. The left one stays stable and shrinks until it disappears as the density level increases. The right one
splits into two noticeable clusters, one of which shrinks until it disappears, whereas the other one shrinks along a
certain lifetime interval until it further splits into two sub-clusters, each of which quickly split further into two very
small sub-clusters, which then die out. The red boxes correspond to the optimal selection of clusters performed by
algorithm FOSC, which is an optional post-processing routine used byHDBSCAN*, with its default stability criterion.
This figure was reproduced using the R package “dbscan”, with the toy data set “moons”, following the codes in the
package vignettes.

dissimilarities, called mutual reachability distances, all DBSCAN clustering solutions for all possible values of ε and a
fixed value of minPts can be computed hierarchically, basically by computing a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) in this
transformed space (with some optional post-processing steps, e.g., to handle border points or compute outlier scores,
if desired). The whole procedure, called HDBSCAN*, requires only minPts as parameter and can be implemented in
O (N 2) time, withO (N ) memory.

Using results from computational geometry and graph theory, Neto et al. (2017) developed an algorithm that can
simultaneously compute the HDBSCAN* hierarchies for several different values ofminPts with a computational cost
similar to computing the hierarchy for a small number ofminPts values using the original algorithm. For instance, they
showed that over a hundred hierarchies can be computed with the cost of running HDBSCAN* approximately twice.
Since each of these tens of hierarchies has possibly thousands of different clustering solutions, Neto et al. (2018) de-
veloped a number of interactive visualization andmeta-clustering strategies incorporated into a tool calledMustaCHE
(Multiple Clustering Hierarchies Explorer) to support the user whenmining this universe of clustering results.

HDBSCAN* is, in fact, an improvement over OPTICS in the following three main aspects: Firstly, it explicitly rep-
resents the hierarchical clustering as a dendrogram or cluster tree, from which different visualizations can be readily
extracted, including reachability plots, as opposed to OPTICS that only implicitly encodes the hierarchical structure
in the reachability plot. Secondly, the complete hierarchy can be simplified into a compact cluster tree that captures
only the most prominent structures in the data. This is achieved from the observation that as the density level in-

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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creases across the multiple levels of the clustering hierarchy, in between most consecutive levels clusters only shrink
by loosing objects in their vicinity that become noise, whereas major changes only occur when clusters do split into
prominent sub-clusters or completely vanish away as noise. The notion of a simplified cluster tree is illustrated in
Figure 6. Thirdly, from the cluster tree, an optimal partition can be easily extracted possibly consisting of clusters at
different density levels. This is achieved by a dynamic programming algorithm that performs globally optimal local
cuts through the cluster tree (as opposed to the traditional horizontal cuts associated with a global density thresh-
old and their respective limitations previously described). This algorithm is called FOSC (Campello et al., 2013b) and
is used by HDBSCAN*. The optimal clusters according to the default optimization criterion used by HDBSCAN* to
run FOSC, so-called cluster stability, are represented by the red boxes around the selected clusters in Figure 6. Other
alternative optimization criteria have been proposed that can also be used with FOSC to extract clusters from the
HDBSCAN* hierarchy, for instance,Modularity Q originally from graphs (Anjos et al., 2018) or the maximization of the
fraction of pairwise constraints (should-link and should-not-link) to be satisfied in semi-supervised clustering scenar-
ios (Campello et al., 2015).

5 | SEMI-SUPERVISEDDENSITY-BASEDCLUSTERING

So farmost of the discussions have focused on unsupervised clustering. Semi-supervised learning is anothermajorma-
chine and statistical learning paradigm. There is a number of density-based algorithms that perform semi-supervised
clustering, by either using pairwise constraints such as should-link and should-not-link, or by performing label propa-
gation from a small fraction of labeled objects. The latter category is closely related to the problemof semi-supervised
classification, the difference reliesmainly on that: (a) in label-based semi-supervised clustering not necessarily all unla-
beledobjects need tobe assigned a label (someobjectsmaybe left unclustered as noise), and (b) new labels not present
in the original subset of pre-labeled objects may be assigned to disclosed clusters not represented in that subset. An
in-depth, comprehensive discussion on the similarities, differences and relationships between the problems of semi-
supervised classification and semi-supervised clustering under a common umbrella of density-based approaches has
been provided by Gertrudes et al. (2019). In that paper, as well as in a preceding preliminary conference publication
(Gertrudes et al., 2018), Gertrudes et al. describe a unified framework that subsumes a number of unsupervised and
semi-superviseddensity-based clustering algorithms as particular cases. These includebuilding-blocks fromDBSCAN,
OPTICS, and HDBSCAN* previously discussed, as well as other algorithms, such as HISSCLU (Böhm and Plant, 2008)
and SSDBSCAN (Lelis and Sander, 2009).

Conceptually, SSDBSCAN (Lelis and Sander, 2009) attempts to solve the following problem: for each unlabeled
object, the goal is to assign this object the same label as the pre-labeled object that is the “closest” from a density
connectivity perspective, if such a labeling is possible, without violating the label consistency assumption. This assump-
tion basically requires that objectswith different labels have to reside in disjoint density-based clusters, and enforcing
this constraint implies that data objects may be left unclustered as noise. Algorithmically, SSDBSCAN starts the OP-
TICS expansion from all the pre-labeled objects, stopping an expansion as soon as a violation of an implicit cannot-link
constraint induced by the labels is detected. The resulting clusters may correspond to local cuts through the OPTICS
hierarchy at different density levels, however clusters can only be discovered if they are guaranteed to contain at least
one pre-labeled object.

Unlike SSDBSCAN,HISSCLU (Böhm and Plant, 2008) does notmake the label consistency assumption and assigns
a label to every unlabeled object. No object is left unlabeled as noise. Although the label propagation mechanism
is similar to SSDBSCAN, HISSCLU performs a pre-processing transformation to increase the separability of objects
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that are density-connected but have different labels. After this pre-processing stage, HISSCLU starts the OPTICS
expansion simultaneously from all the pre-labeled objects and generates as many reachability plots as the number of
pre-labeled objects. The reachability plots are reordered and concatenatedwith each other, producing one single plot.
The result of HISSCLU is a cluster hierarchy. From this perspective, HISSCLU can be seen as a semi-supervised version
of OPTICS that produces, instead of the original, purely unsupervised reachability plot, a colored version of the plot
where every unlabeled object of the data set is assigned a class label (i.e., a color) from the pre-labeled set. The colored
plot provides a visual contrast between the clustering structure, revealed as valleys and peaks following an OPTICS
ordering, and the transductive classification, mapped as colors in the plot.

HDBSCAN*hasbeengeneralized toperformnotonly constraint-based semi-supervised clustering (Campello et al.,
2015), but also label-based semi-supervised clustering and classification (Gertrudes et al., 2018, 2019). Novel combi-
nations of building-blocks from different algorithms such as HDBSCAN*, HISSCLU, and SSDBSCAN have also been
successfully attempted (Gertrudes et al., 2018, 2019).

6 | CHALLENGES
Despite the long history and solid developments in density-based clustering, several areas still provide challenges and
opportunities for further research. We outline three of these areas in this section.

6.1 | Internal validation of density-based clustering
While there are many indexes or quality measures for the internal evaluation of clustering results (see, e.g., the work
of Vendramin et al. (2010) for an overview and comparison), most of them are in general not suitable for the evalua-
tion of density-based clustering, as they typically evaluate some combination of measures of compactness and sep-
aration that tend to induce globular (rather than arbitrary-shaped) clusters. There have been some attempts — see,
e.g., thework ofHalkidi and Vazirgiannis (2002, 2008);Wu and Chow (2004); Baya and Granitto (2013)— to adjust for
the special characteristics of density-based clusters, which are not necessarily compact and separated in the original
data space according to a Euclidean perspective, however thesemethods fall short in different respects (Moulavi et al.,
2014). Moulavi et al. (2014) propose a truly density-based evaluation measure DBCV that does not have these draw-
backs. More recently, a simplification of DBCV has been described by Gan and Tao (2017).

6.2 | Density-based clustering in high dimensional data and subspace clustering
For applicationswhere the data points are high-dimensional, specialized approaches for density-based clustering have
been proposed. These approaches aim to overcome a number of difficulties arising with increasing dimensionality of
a data set, collectively referred to as the curse of dimensionality (and many of these difficulties can become apparent
alreadywith tens of dimensions). A detailed discussion on the effects of high dimensional data and the curse of dimen-
sionality in the context of clustering can be found in the work of Houle et al. (2010); Kriegel et al. (2009, 2012) and
Assent (2012). Ertöz et al. (2003) claim shared nearest neighbor (SNN, see Section 4.1) clustering to bemore stable in
higher dimensions than standard distance measures like Lp norms. This claim has been experimentally evaluated by
Houle et al. (2010).

The difficulty of high dimensional data has been found to relate to the so-called ‘intrinsic dimensionality’ rather
than merely to the embedding dimensionality. That means, not the number of variables or dimensions is responsible
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for the difficulty of a dataset, but the dimensionality of the space actually filled by the data distribution. This space-
filling behavior and the associated difficulty of, e.g., nearest neighbor queries has beenmeasured by expansionmodels
(Beygelzimer et al., 2006; Houle andNett, 2015; Karger and Ruhl, 2002). However this behavior can be locally very
different for different areas of the data space, so the concept of local intrinsic dimensionality has been developed by
Houle (2013, 2017a,b) and associatedmeasures have been studied by Amsaleg et al. (2015, 2018, 2019).

The observation that data distributions typically fill only subspaces ormanifolds of the embedding data space has
motivated specialized subspace clustering methods that look for clusters in (typically linear) subspaces of the data
space, where different clusters can reside in different subspaces (Kriegel et al., 2009, 2012; Zimek, 2013; Zimek et al.,
2014). Thedensity-basedapproachhasbeenapplied to search for clusters in axis-parallel subspaces, e.g., byKailing et al.
(2004);Böhm et al. (2004a);Assent et al. (2007, 2008) and inarbitrarily-oriented subspaces, e.g., byBöhm et al. (2004b);
Achtert et al. (2007b,a); Günnemann et al. (2012)).

Essentially, these approaches can be seen as special instances of the GDBSCAN framework using different neigh-
borhood predicates. Most of these approaches, however, require a global density threshold not only for a given sub-
space but also for all subspaces of different dimensionalities, e.g., in order to apply certain pruning heuristics borrowed
from frequent pattern mining (Zimek et al., 2014). In other words, the densities in low dimensional subspaces and
the densities in high dimensional subspaces are evaluated with the same density threshold. However, with the same
amount of data a density estimate that is not corrected for the dimensionality—like the distance to the k th nearest
neighbor or the number of points within a ball of fixed radius r or within a bin (hypercube) of fixed side length, which is
what most traditional methods are using—will necessarily be lower in higher dimensional spaces (Zimek et al., 2012).
To counter this bias and to detect higher dimensional subspace clusters, the threshold has to be less strict. As a con-
sequence, typically a plethora of (potentially unspecific and redundant) low dimensional subspace clusters would be
identified as well (Assent, 2012). A first approach to adapt the threshold to the number of dimensions of a given sub-
space was proposed byMüller et al. (2009).

6.3 | Density-based clustering on streaming data
Data streams are challenging data sources for clustering algorithms since new data are usually produced at a very fast
speed (processing is required to be done at a similar speed) while users want to keep track with the current patterns
and the evolution of patterns over time (Silva et al. (2013) provide a general overview on clustering data streams). A
first approach for keeping track with pattern evolution was proposed by Ester et al. (1998): an incremental version
of the DBSCAN algorithm that assumes that updates to the data are accumulated and applied to the data in batches
rather than processing each update in real-time. This basic schema has been extended for the real-time constraints
of data streams, e.g., by Cao et al. (2006); Chen and Tu (2007); Ntoutsi et al. (2012); Hassani et al. (2015). Technically,
these extensions follow a general processing framework for streams that has been considered to be best practice
and consists of two processing phases. Firstly, an online phase coarsely clusters the raw stream into so-called micro-
clusters and accumulates summary information (also called cluster features) from these micro-clusters. This phase
also includes a strategy for forgetting old or out-dated data, also called ‘windowmodel’. Secondly, an offline phase uses
the current summary information to derive a (macro-)clustering of the micro-clusters which is usually an approxima-
tion of the real clustering structure since the summary information of themicro-clusters contains only approximations
of the raw data. Methods typically differ in two aspects: Firstly, which summary information is aggregated from the
raw stream and, secondly, which windowmodel is applied to forget out-dated data.

While for parametric clustering methods, summaries can be more or less direct approximations of the underly-
ing cluster model, density-based clusters do not have a natural model-based approximation. The different summary
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structures used in the literature can be roughly classified based on the type of micro-cluster structure used, including
grid-based micro-clusters and data-driven (typically spherical) micro-clusters. Grid-based approaches apply a grid on
the data space and aggregate density information on each grid cell (Chen and Tu, 2007). These approaches usually
suffer in high dimensional data due to the exponential number of grid cells. Data-driven micro-clusters—e.g., BIRCH
(Zhang et al., 1996) orData Bubbles (Breunig et al., 2001)—use different strategies to derive compact, sphericalmicro-
cluster structures and also aggregate varying density information as summaries for these micro-clusters. Density-
based summaries typically differ from other summaries only in the way they are maintained, i.e., how the addition
of newly arriving objects are handled in the online phase. In general, all these approaches assume that the complex
density-based clustering structure can be approximated by collections of small spherical micro-clusters.

Different windowmodels basically use either the idea of a landmark model (all objects arriving after a given time
slot or landmark are considered to be equally important — e.g., employed by Zhang et al. (1996); Ntoutsi et al. (2012)),
a sliding window model (all objects within a given time frame are equally important — see e.g., the work of Barbara
(2002)), or a damped window model (all objects are important but are weighted by an ageing function that usually
implements an exponential decay over time— e.g., used by Cao et al. (2006); Chen and Tu (2007)).

7 | SOFTWARE
Density-basedclusteringmethodsareavailable in several open source softwarepackages, e.g.,WEKA (Hall et al., 2009),
ELKI (https://elki-project.github.io/) (Schubert and Zimek, 2019), scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), and R
(R Core Team, 2018). Kriegel et al. (2017) provide a comparison of the efficiency of different frameworks and stand-
alone implementations of some algorithms.

McInnes andHealy (2017) provide an efficient implementation of HDBSCAN* (Campello et al., 2015), making use
of clever data structures and fast strategies to compute the MST. The Python code and notebook documentation is
available in Sci-kit learn at https://hdbscan.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html. Other efficient implemen-
tations also exist, for instance in R (package ‘dbscan’).

A Big Data version of HDBSCAN* for parallel and distributed computation using MapReduce (dos Santos et al.,
2019) is available atwww.dc.ufscar.br/~naldi/source. MustaCHE (MultipleClusteringHierarchiesExplorer) (Neto et al.,
2018) is available at https://github.com/antoniocavalcante/mustache.

8 | CONCLUSION
Density-based clustering has been applied successfully for cluster analysis in many different contexts. In general,
density-based clustering aims at identifying clusters as areas of high point density that are separated by areas of low
point density and, thus, can be arbitrarily shaped in the data space. Several similar formalizations have been proposed
for density-based clusters in different communities. Typically, these approaches are based on the common idea of
defining clusters as connected dense components. The approaches usually only differ in the definition of density and
connectedness. Also different algorithms have been proposed in different contexts and communities for computing
density-based clusters. Whilemost of the original approaches in statistics did not focus on efficiency issues, successive
algorithms in the data mining and the database communities were designed for large databases. In addition, the prob-
lemoffinding suitable density-thresholds is an inherently difficult problem. This problemhas been alleviatedbyhierar-
chical methods. Density-based clustering has also found applications in semi-supervised learning. Several challenging
areas ask for further efforts, namely the evaluation of density-based clusters, the application in high-dimensional data,
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and applications with streaming data.
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